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ABSTWCT
Far-ultraviolet photometry for 625 objects in Orion is presented. These data were extracted from clcctrographic
camcra imagcs obtained during sounding rocket flights in 1975and 1982. The 1975 images were centered close to
the belt of Orion whilc thc 1982 images were centered k g 0 further north. One hundred and fifty stars fell in the
overlapping region and were observed with both cameras. Sixty-eight percent of the objects were tentatively
identified with known stars using the SIMBAD database while another 24% are blends of objccts too closc
together to xparate with our resolution. As in previous studies, the majority of the identified ultraviolet sources
are early-type stars. Howvevcr, thcrc are a significant number for which no such identification was possible, and we
suggest that these are interesting objects which should bc funhcr investigated Sevcn stars were found which were
bright in the ultraviolet but faint in the visible. We suggest that some of these arc nearby white dwarfs.
S~tlgec!headings: open clusters and associations: individual (Orion Association) -stars: early-type -surveys
-tcchniqucs: photometric ultraviolet: stars white dwarfs
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I. INTRODUCnON

3. THE REDUCIIONS

Previous papers have reported results from an ongoing farultraviolet survey of various star fields (Carruthers & Page
1983, 1984a, b, c; Schmidt & Carruthers 1993, [hcreafier
Papcr I]). Thc present paper prescnts data for a field in Orion.

The reductions wcrc carried out in exactly the same fashion
and at the same time as the reductions for the study of Monoceros (Paper I); the details will not bc repeated here. However,
a few salient pointswill be mentioned. As noted prcviously, the
star imagc diameters are not constant across the field and the
nVHM ranges from -- 2!5 at the center to FWHM -- 5'at the
edge for the 1982 images. For the 1975 images the range is
from 3:0 to -- 617. The samc correction curve for saturation
and dependence of saturation on location was adopt4 for the
1982 imagcs as prcviously but they were redetermined for the
1975 data. The change in thc saturation magnitude from field
center to edge for the 1975 data wvas 1.2 mag which is smaller
than thc value of 2.3 mag found for the 1982 data.
To transform thc coordinates of the objects to the celestial
coordinate system morc than 1 10 objects were identified with
SAO stars in each set of images. Thc coordinate fits had rms
scatter ranging from 218 to 510. Photometric calibration was
performed using stars from the ZUE archives which were also
among thosc identified with our objects. After deleting all stars
identified in Table 1 as blends (scc bclow), there were 5 1 stars
available to calibrate the 1975 images and 41 for the 1982
images. The differences between our instrumental magnitudes
and those dcrivcd by convolving ILIEspectra with the response
functions in Figure 1 bad an rms scattcr of 0.6 1 mag ( 1975
images) and 0.39 mag ( 1982 images). Given the number of
calibrating stars our magnitude zero points have standard
errors slightly less than 0. I mag.
Magnitudes for a total of 625 objects were extracted. Of
these, 175 were observed only in the 1367 A band, 300 were
obxrved only in the 1519 band, and 150 were observed in
both bands. Table 1 lists the stars obscrvcd. The coordinates

2. OBSERVATIONS

The data presented in this paper were extracted from five
far-ultraviolet images, obtained by Naval Research Laboratory
electrographic cameras aboard NASA sounding rocket flights
on 1975 December 6 (NASA Aerobee fli&ht 13.1 18 DG) and
on 1982 Novembcr 15 (flight 17.019 DG). The same images
from the 1975 flight were used in a study of interstellar matter
in Orion (Carruthers & Opal 1977%b). The 1982 imagcs were
obtained on the same flight and with the same camera as the
images in Monoceros discussed in Paper I. Information on the
instrurncntation is given in thc previous papers but we plot the
response functions in Figure 1 so they can bc compared directly,.The camera used in 1975 was sensitive from -- 1230 to
2000 A with an effcctivc wavelength for flat photon flux distribution of 15 19 A: The camera uscd in 1982 was sensitive from
-- 1230 to I650 A with an effective wavclcngth of 1367 A.
The two 1975 images analyzed here had exposure times of
30 and 100 s and were centered at a,950
= 5 9 5 m , 1 5 , =~ ~
1°36'. The 1982 imagcs had exposure times of 9.5,19.5, and
64.4 sand werc centered at
= 5 b24m,
= 7'15'. With a
field diamcter of a little more than 20°, about one-half of the
total field area was included in both sets of images. Figure 2
(Plate 8) shows a print of one frame from the 1982 field.
Carruthers & Opal ( 1977a) published a print and contour
plots of the 1975 field.
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